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About Conexxus

• We are an independent, non-profit, member driven technology organization

• We set standards…
  – Data exchange
  – Security
  – Mobile commerce

• **We provide vision**
  – Identify emerging tech/trends

• **We advocate for our industry**
  – Technology is policy
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This publication has been prepared by Wayne Fueling Systems LLC and/or one or more of its affiliates (collectively and each individually, “Wayne”). Its contents are for information purposes only, and Wayne makes no express or implied warranties, and expressly disclaims all warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use with respect to any data included in this publication. Without limiting any of the foregoing and to the extent permitted by law, in no event shall Wayne, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers, directors, partners, or employees have any liability for (a) any special, punitive, indirect, or consequential damages; or (b) any lost profits, lost revenue, loss of anticipated savings or loss of opportunity or other financial loss, even if notified of the possibility of such damages, arising from any use of this publication or its contents. Other than disclosures relating to Wayne, the information contained in this publication has been obtained from sources that Wayne believes to be reliable, but Wayne does not represent or warrant that it is accurate or complete. Wayne is not responsible for, and makes no warranties whatsoever as to the content of any third-party web site accessed via hyperlink in this publication and such information is not incorporated by reference. The views in this publication are those of the author(s) and are subject to change, and Wayne has no obligation to update its opinions or the information in this publication. Any analyst recommendations in this publication reflect solely and exclusively those of the author(s), and such opinions were prepared independently of any other interests, including those of Wayne and/or its affiliates. The information found within this presentation is not reflective of all competitors.

This document may contain “forward-looking statements.” These statements may be identified by words such as “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” or words of similar meaning and include, but are not limited to statements about the expected future business and financial performance of Wayne. Forward-looking statements by their nature address matters that are, to different degrees, uncertain. Among factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements are factors relating to current economic and financial conditions; the level of demand and financial performance of the major industries we serve; the impact of regulation and regulatory, investigative and legal proceedings and compliance risks; our capital allocation plans; and numerous other matters of national, regional and global scale. These uncertainties may cause actual future results to be materially different than those expressed in these forward-looking statements. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Wayne does not undertake to update its forward-looking statements.

TRADEMARK NOTICE. Wayne product names contained herein, including, but not limited to Helix, Fusion, Global Century, Global Star, inOvationTV, iSense, iX, iX Fleet, iX Media, iX Pay, Ovation, Nucleus, Reliance, and combinations thereof, are trademarks or registered trademarks, whether marked as such or not, of Wayne Fueling Systems LLC and/or one or more of its affiliates, in the United States and other countries. Other names are for informational purposes and may be trademarks of their respective owners.
What is this EMV?

Simple Answer: Payment cards based on chip card technology

- Named after the originators – EuroPay, MasterCard and Visa
- Payment processing with cards containing a secure microprocessor chip or devices with EMV credentials

EMV vs. Magnetic Stripe Transactions

- Unlike magstripe transactions, where basic account number and validation is processed, EMV transactions contain additional security information exchanged between the card, terminal and host.
  - Increased security for fraud protection
  - Banks issuing EMV Chip Cards to customers
  - Payment processors already required to support chip transactions
  - Card holders will soon be aware of the increased protection and look for EMV payment terminals
Potential Petroleum US EMV Migration

- Published reports show U.S. EMV liability shift as early as 2015, but industry adoption expected to extend beyond the end of the decade

**April 2013:**
Processors required to support chip transactions

**Oct 2015:**
Non-AFD EMV liability shift begins

**Oct 2017:**
AFD EMV liability shift begins

---

**Wayne Fueling Systems**

**Indoor EMV Systems Releases**

- EPS/POS Upgrades for Indoor EMV
- Network Certifications
- Sites Enable Indoor EMV

**Dispenser EMV Systems Releases**

- POS/EPS Integration for Dispenser EMV
- Network Certifications
- Sites Enable Outdoor EMV (AFD’s)
Current Industry Focus on EMV at POS

- Electronic Payment Server (EPS) Transition and Point Of Sale (POS) / Pin Pad changes
  - Host interface changes for EMV driving POS and EPS application changes
  - Solutions moving from (POS ⇔ Host) to (EPS ⇔ Host)
  - Integrating pin pads with support for EMV chip cards
- Supporting existing dispenser interfaces for now

*Dispenser EMV protocol support in future phase*
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Dispenser Upgrades
What does EMV mean for my Dispensers?

- **Dispenser Hardware Upgrades / Replacements**
  - Minimally, involves card reader replacement and software update
  - May involve entire payment terminal upgrade/replacement
  - Can vary widely by dispenser model
  - Some dispenser models not upgradeable

*Dispenser payment terminals will use new communication protocols to support EMV*
What does this mean for my Dispensers?

• Manufacturers and 3rd parties are providing a range of upgrades for most legacy dispensers
  – However, dispensers 20+ years old more than likely need to be replaced

• Wayne provides EMV upgrade kits for Ovation, Vista, and Premier dispensers
  – Builds on secure PCI platform
  – Spans two decades of equipment
Generic Dispensers EMV Upgrade Path

1. Secure Platform Upgrades
2. EMV Hardware, Software, Connectivity
3. Site Systems EMV Support

EMV Enabled Dispensers
Wayne EMV Positioning and Strategy

• Wayne anticipated US EMV migration
  – Modular product strategy eases upgrades

• PCI investments preserved for EMV
  – Keypads, displays, and most electronics
  – Card readers/software upgraded to support EMV transactions
  – *Hardware can be deployed now and enabled when site systems are ready*
    • Existing protocols allow magstripe only mode

Secure Hybrid Card Reader  
PCI 3.0 SPM Keypad
Upgrade Paths to EMV Ready Dispensers

iX Pay Dispensers (PCI)  Ovation iX, 4/Vista, Helix, Ovation²

Legacy Dispensers (non-PCI)  Ovation qCAT, 1/2/3/Vista, Premier B & C

EMV Ready Hardware
- Secure reader
- Magstripe only mode
- Existing POS interface

EMV Enabled Dispensers

EMV Ready Hardware
- Secure reader
- Magstripe only mode
- Existing POS interface

EMV Enabled Dispensers
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Forecourt Communications
EMV Impact to Forecourt Communications

- EMV requires more data from the outdoor payment terminals
- Changes to payment terminal interfaces
  - Updated EPS & forecourt controller interfaces, e.g. XML protocol to payment terminals
- TCP/IP connections to dispenser payment terminals
  - Ethernet cables or devices to drive TCP/IP over existing wires

One option is Ethernet to dispensers
• Preferred for new sites
• Costly install for existing sites
• Media enabled sites already have Ethernet
Example EMV Site Diagram using Ethernet 2-wire Solution

- Preferred for existing sites
- Less cost & downtime vs. Ethernet install
- Media sites can also leverage this solution
Simplify preparing your forecourt for EMV

Wayne Connect™ IP-485® network solution

- Supports EMV bandwidth demands using existing site wiring
- Significant cost savings versus new conduit and cabling
- Also supports media and service connectivity in parallel
Benefits of TCP/IP Connectivity to Dispensers

- Serial communications are limiting
  - Transaction performance speed
  - No remote service & support

- Dispenser TCP/IP connectivity provides:
  - Increased transaction performance
  - Simplified interfaces to site systems
  - Remote management & service diagnostics capability
  - Enterprise connectivity for media, loyalty, and other cloud services including mobile payment
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Forecourt Communications
Example EMV Enablement Project Breakdown

EPS/POS Integration of EMV Dispenser Protocols

Phase 1
- EMV Business Requirements
- Capability Assessment
- EPS & Middleware Plans
- Coordinate 3rd party involvement

Phase 2
- Resource commitments
- Development funding (if required)
- Provision testing environment
- Network connectivity
- Unit testing
- Card brand testing
- Host testing

Phase 3
- Host Certification
- Verify EMV Certification
- Associate Training Programs

Phase 4
- Pilot Sites
- Launch Marketing
- Rollout

6 Months to 2 Years
Full Site EMV Enablement

- EPS/POS support Integration, certs and pilot complete

- Site EMV Enablement for Dispensers
  - Load EMV application software on dispensers
  - Install/connect TCP/IP solution to dispensers
  - Update EPS/POS software to support EMV dispenser protocols
  - Validate host settings to enable dispenser EMV transactions
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Forecourt Communications
Implementation Timing and Complementary Systems

• Focus on big picture implementation and coordination
  – Create migration program and cross-functional task force
  – Set your own milestones for multi-year transition

• Engage early with payment processor
  – Establish clear direction and cutover timing

• Plan equipment migrations well ahead of time
  – Availability of equipment and service providers

• Consider impact of emerging payment methods
  – How do NFC and alternative mobile payments fit?

• Review loyalty/media initiatives influence on migration
  – Payment terminal ability to evolve with system changes
  – Bundling upgrades to save cost
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EMV whitepaper available online: www.tinyurl.com/EMVontheForecourt
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